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Yesterday we increased stock (equity) exposure in the Core Portfolios. We added 2% in our most 

conservative strategies and up to 6% in our most aggressive strategies. We used the cash reserves in 

the portfolios to fund purchases of Large Cap Value Stocks. We have been, and continue to be, holding 

far more cash than we normally would hold. While it's difficult to determine the optimal entry point in 

the near term, we viewed yesterday's sell-off as an attractive entry point for longer investment horizons. 

We believe purchasing stocks at current market levels will prove profitable over the remainder of 2022 

and into 2023. Below is our more detailed rationale for making this move. 

Executive Summary - We are adding equity to all Core Portfolios. We believe stock markets have 

overreacted to the Talking Fed Heads (TFHs). Inflation should peak by mid-summer and the Fed will 

likely "clarify" its tough talk. That has become a well-established pattern of the Powell administration. 

We have developed what we believe to be a reasonable range of prices for stock markets. Stocks are 

currently at the lower end of that range. We viewed yesterday's sell-off as an attractive opportunity 

to add equity. We expect stocks to rally, eventually. Our more detailed reasoning (admittedly it's a bit 

chart heavy) follows; 

As a quick refresher; The core of our investment process is based on the higher explanatory values 

embedded in long-term risk premiums. The risk and reward characteristics of asset classes are 

remarkably consistent and predictable over longer periods (beta). Over shorter-term periods, they are 

less predictive. However, shorter-term periods also offer opportunities to tactically shift assets and add 

value (alpha) when disequilibrium occurs between asset prices and economic variables.  We use 

econometric frameworks to measure what is the fair value of an asset. During periods such as these, 
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it is always good to observe the bigger picture and remind ourselves not to be overly reactionary. As 

always, easier said than done. Since its inception, this process has provided both the absolute and 

relative returns it was designed to provide. We assure you we are not in any way pointing this out as a 

way to compliment ourselves. On the contrary, being a market strategist is a humbling profession that 

can often make you look foolish over shorter-term periods. Rather, we say this as a reminder that 

tolerating short-term volatility has consistently created long-term opportunities. 

 

Stocks - We continue to be 100% domestic. There are no plans to change this anytime soon. We've 

previously made the argument that the U.S. Stock Market is systematically advantaged over 

International Stock Markets due to domestic corporations and our domestic economy being more profit-

orientated. Additionally, geopolitical issues continue to harm International economies more than the 

U.S. economy and the U.S. Dollar continues to strengthen as a safe harbor during tumultuous times. 

 

Currently, the S&P 500 is about 75 trading days and 12% below its January 3rd record high. There is 

not much difference within market cap but there are big differences within styles. 

 

 

 

https://greenportcapitaladvisors.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=7b7be860380f3a68914454dd6&id=2a27a6b403&e=754f33e2a3
https://greenportcapitaladvisors.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=7b7be860380f3a68914454dd6&id=2a27a6b403&e=754f33e2a3
https://greenportcapitaladvisors.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=7b7be860380f3a68914454dd6&id=2a27a6b403&e=754f33e2a3
https://greenportcapitaladvisors.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=7b7be860380f3a68914454dd6&id=2a27a6b403&e=754f33e2a3
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Higher valuation Growth stocks have been getting clobbered. As inflation and interest rates have risen, 

the present value of future earnings has become less valuable, resulting in price-to-earnings (P/E) 

multiples compressing. The higher the initial multiple, the more the multiple has compressed.  We have 

argued throughout this bull market that higher valuations were justified because inflation and interest 

rates were low. Lower multiples are now becoming justified, and lower multiple stock sectors are 

relatively more attractive because inflation and interest rates have risen. The million-dollar question 

remains; what is a fair multiple, or more realistically, what is a fair range for a multiplier?  Let's start by 

acknowledging how remarkable earnings continue to be. Despite the many dire warnings about the 

apocalypse, corporate earnings continue to be record-setting. How much do we penalize record 

earnings? 

 

Large Cap Stocks P/Es have compressed from more than 23X to 18.8X. Mid and Small are also 

significantly lower, around 13.5X. Mid and Small P/Es are now well below their long-term averages. 
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Large Cap is well below its dot-com highs but remains somewhat elevated relative to its 

average P/E over the last couple of decades. It is important to note that Large Cap's elevated P/E is 

mostly attributable to a few mega tech stocks.  

 

Even after this recent sell-off, these mega-cap tech stocks still have extended P/Es. They make up 

23.6% of the market cap of Large Cap and 47.7% of the market cap of Large Cap Growth. In fairness, 

they've also had the earnings and earnings growth to justify these higher P/Es. 
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Large Cap valuation without the distortion of these giant tech companies appears much more 

reasonable. 

Our economic expectations are for inflation to peak this summer and for the economy to slow, but avoid 

a recession. We don't expect the Fed will need to be as aggressive as its current tone dictates. 

Chairmen Powell has consistently walked back the Fed's tough talk throughout his reign. Any easing 

of inflation will once again allow him this opportunity. Given these assumptions, and the lack of 

alternative investments, we think a lower end P/E range for the S&P 500 of 18 is a cautious estimate. 

20 is closer to what we see as fair value. When we look at consensus forward earnings, the S&P 500 

is currently at the low end of our forecasted volatility range. 
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We often point out the inverse relationship between inflation/interest rates and P/Es. We then comment 

somewhere along the lines of "the present value of future earnings is lower when interest rates and 

inflation are higher, therefore P/E multiples compress." 

 

 

It's an important and accurate observation but perhaps we should more frequently expand on this 

thought. Higher inflation creates the need for the Federal Reserve to raise interest rates. When the Fed 

raises the Fed Funds Rate, this also drives long-term yields higher. Higher rates increase corporate 
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and consumer debt service on the expanded leverage they accumulated during the good times. This 

oftentimes leads to a credit crunch and a contraction of credit/leverage. This removes liquidity from the 

economy and in turn leads to slower growth, and potentially a recession. 

Historically, multiples have modestly compressed prior to recessions. When a recession does occur, 

multiples compress more significantly. Far more often than not, the anticipated recession does 

not occur and multiples recover. This is the difference between bear markets (20% drops) and 

corrections (10% drops). As we are currently observing, and analysts are predicting, earnings will 

continue to grow during non-recessionary corrections. Earnings collapse during recessions and 

bear markets. The S&P 500 is currently just into correction territory. Our expectations are that stocks 

will avoid a  bear market. The chart below shows the P/E multiple of the S&P 500. (The shaded light 

purple areas represent bear market periods. The shaded light blue areas represent recessions.) 

 

Our primary assumptions for overweighting equity markets are that the economy will not go into a 

recession and that inflation will moderate. We continue to believe these are accurate assumptions. 

Economists tend to call for recessions far more frequently than they actually occur. This 

scares investors into selling their stocks, resulting in the stock market moving lower. Paul Samuelson, 

the famous Keynesian, once joked; "The stock market has correctly predicted 9 of the last 5 

recessions".  We appreciate the wit but even that ratio is giving the stock market too much credit. The 

stock market is a poor predictor of recessions. Credit crunches are an excellent predictor of 

recessions, and we don't expect a credit crunch. 

Historically, monetary tightening by the Federal Reserve has created the credit crunches that have 

been the driver of recessions and bear markets. (The shaded light purple areas represent bear market 

periods. The shaded light blue areas represent recessions.)  
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Simply put, a credit crunch is not currently happening. It also doesn't appear imminent. It is the 

anticipation of a rapidly rising Fed Fund Rate (FFR) that is driving stocks lower. The FFR is currently 

only .5%, .25% above its starting point. The TFHs continue to incite more fear than Freddy Krueger in 

Nightmare on Elm Street with their threats of aggressively raising the FFR. 

 

It's difficult for a credit crunch to occur when there is still plenty of liquidity in the financial system from 

all the pandemic-related injections. Money supply (M2) remains trillions of dollars above its trend line 

and corporations continue to hold enormous amounts of money as cash reserves. 
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Lastly, we do take a peek at technicals before initiating impactful trades. Short-term timing is difficult 

but the Investor Intelligence Bull/Bear Ratio has done a nice job identifying short-term oversold 

situations. This ratio has fallen below 1. Historically when this ratio drops below 1 it has signaled that 

investors are overly pessimistic and it is a good entry point for equity investors. (Green shaded areas 

indicate periods when the ratio drops below 1.) 
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We will continue to communicate frequently. 

The MMFS Team 

Mommaerts Mahaney Financial Services, Inc. provides advisory services through ERTS Wealth Advisors, LLC, a registered investment advisor. 
989 W. Washington Street, Suite 101   Marquette, MI 49855 

(906) 226-8711 




